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SUMMARY

Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is known to be
involved in functions such as emotion, pain, and
cognitive control. While studies in humans and
nonhuman mammals have advanced our under-
standing of ACC function, the subjective correlates
of ACC activity have remained largely unexplored.
In the current study, we show that electrical charge
delivery in the anterior midcingulate cortex (aMCC)
elicits autonomic changes and the expectation of
an imminent challenge coupled with a determined
attitude to overcome it. Seed-based, resting-state
connectivity analysis revealed that the site of
stimulation in both patients was at the core of a
large-scale distributed network linking aMCC to
the frontoinsular and frontopolar as well as some
subcortical regions. This report provides compelling,
first-person accounts of electrical stimulation of this
brain network and suggests its possible involvement
in psychopathological conditions that are character-
ized by a reduced capacity to endure psychological
or physical distress.

INTRODUCTION

The greatest of life’s challenges leave us mired in ‘‘a sea of

troubles,’’ battered by the ‘‘slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune’’ (Shakespeare, 1603). It is at such moments that an indi-

vidual’s will to persevere is put to the test. While some are able to

marshal the necessary physical and psychological resources in

the face of challenges, others have a pathologically lowered

motivation and mental strength for enduring physical or psycho-

logical pain. Understanding the structure and physiology of the

brain networks mediating attributes, such as the resolve to

overcome upcoming challenges, will create new diagnostic

and therapeutic frontiers for disorders such as depression and

chronic pain that are characterized, in part, by reduced motiva-

tion, endurance, and perseverance.

Two lines of evidence suggest that the anterior cingulate

cortex (ACC) and a set of connected regions might be the key

network in this context. First, studies in humans and nonhuman

mammals suggest that the ACC (including its midcingulate
region) is essential for initiating changes in behavior, making

associations between reward and action, determining the action

necessary to obtain a goal, and synthesizing information about

reinforcers ranging from pain and threatening conspecifics to

aversive cues and negative feedback (Carter et al., 1999; Devin-

sky et al., 1995; Hayden et al., 2009; Rushworth et al., 2011;

Shackman et al., 2011; Shenhav et al., 2013; Vogt and Sikes,

2000). Second, the ACC is anatomically well situated for such

functions. For instance, anatomical tracing studies in nonhuman

primates, as well as tractography and functional connectivity

studies in humans, have suggested strong anatomical and func-

tional connectivity between the ACC and brain structures known

to be important for pain, pleasure, emotion, and decision making

(for original references see Seeley et al., 2007; Van Hoesen et al.,

1996; Vogt et al., 2004).

While lesion studies in humans have shown that the ACC is

important for decision making and emotional processing, the

anatomical imprecision of this approach can be problematic. It

is often unclear the extent to which the cognitive and behavioral

deficits in these patients are due to the compromise of the ACC

itself rather than the adjacent cortical gray and white matter

tissue frequently included in the lesion. In addition, subjective

correlates of ACC activity have been methodologically difficult

to assess given its hidden position deep within the mesial sur-

face of the brain.

In the current multimodal study, we provide detailed, first-

person accounts of neuromodulation in the anterior midcingulate

cortex (aMCC) and its associated functional network using a

combination of electrical brain stimulation (EBS) and preopera-

tive resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

in two epilepsy patients implanted with intracranial electrodes.

In both patients, we demonstrate a remarkably stereotyped set

of autonomic, cognitive, and emotional changes and establish

a common functional connectivity map linking the aMCC stimu-

lation site to a distributed network of regions, often referred to as

the ‘‘emotional salience’’ or ‘‘cingulo-opercular’’ network (Seeley

et al., 2007).

RESULTS

Two patients with refractory epilepsy were implanted with intra-

cranial depth electrodes to localize the source of seizure activity.

We localized the anatomical position of intracranial electrodes

in each subject’s native neuroanatomical space. As part of

their routine clinical diagnosis, a volley of electrical charge was
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Figure 1. Anatomical Location of the Intra-

cranial Electrodes and Electroencephalo-

graphic Activity

In P1 (A) and P2 (B) electrical stimulation

was between adjacent contacts (i.e., bipolar

stimulation). As noted in the magnetic resonance

images (MRIs) and the electroencephalographic

(EEG) traces, contacts 1 and 2 in P1 and contact 1

in P2 were clearly in the gray matter. We attribute

the results of the EBS to the engagement of the

aMCC gray matter and its white matter connec-

tions with other brain regions. Note the decrement

of EEG activity between sites 2–3 compared to the

activity recorded between sites 1 and 2. The MNI

coordinates of the EBS targets were as follows: P1

(electrode 1 = 2.00, 26.00, 26.00; electrode 2 =

8.00, 26.00, 26.00) and P2 (electrode 1 = 10.00,

18.00, 26.00; electrode 2 = 16.00, 20.00, 26.00).

Note that the right side of the image corresponds

to the right side of the brain. One second (1 s) EEG

timescale is shown. Sites of stimulation in the

subgenual and retrosplenial regions are shown as

controls sites 1 or 2 (C1 and C2, blue filled circles).

Besides these cingulate control regions, sites

immediately adjacent to the aMCC were also

stimulated as control sites (see Table 1). Stimula-

tion of these control sites did not elicit similar

cognitive and emotional effects as the stimulation

of the aMCC sites.
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delivered in a select number of electrode contacts. These elec-

trodes were clinically selected to probe the target region’s func-

tion and its potential involvement in the patients’ seizures. EEG

and clinical signs in both patients suggested medial temporal

lobe epilepsy. To rule out the involvement of other limbic areas

in the patients’ seizures, a mild electrical current was delivered

in extratemporal sites within the orbitofrontal, cingulate, and ret-

rosplenial regions, and the patients were instructed to report if

the electrical stimulation caused their typical seizure auras.

Each stimulation trial was defined as the time when the patient

thought his brain was being stimulated. These trials were defined

as ‘‘real’’ if electrical charge was delivered and ‘‘sham’’ if the

patient thought he was being stimulated but no electrical charge

was delivered. During some of the sham trials, we specifically

tested the placebo effect by counting ‘‘1, 2, 3’’ before clicking

the stimulator button while the electrical current was set at 0 mA.

While electrical charge delivered in the medial temporal lobe

structures caused electrographical seizures and typical clinical

auras, EBS in nontemporal target sites was void of any EEG

after-discharges or seizures and the patients’ perceptual

changes were distinct from their typical clinical auras.

In both patients, electrical stimulation in the anterior midcingu-

late cortex (aMCC) (Figure 1) caused a strikingly similar and

consistent set of perceptual and behavioral changes of a phys-

ical and psychological nature (Table 1). These changes were

absent during sham trials and when electrical current was deliv-

ered below a certain threshold (i.e., subthreshold: 6mA in P1 and

4 mA in P2). Both patients reported autonomic symptoms

including ‘‘shakiness’’ or ‘‘hot flashes’’ in the upper chest and
2 Neuron 80, 1–9, December 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
neck region. Heart rate seemed to increase in both cases.

Trends of heart rate changes in the three conditions of sham,

subthreshold EBS, and real EBS trials were (in mean beats per

minute ± standard deviation) 77 ± 6, 86 ± 9, and 92 ± 7 in P1

and 81 ± 8, 90 ± 5, and 94 ± 7 in P2. Moreover, both patients

recounted a sense of ‘‘challenge’’ or ‘‘worry’’ (also known as

foreboding) but remained motivated and aware that they would

overcome the challenge. Patient 1 used an interesting analogy

to explain his feeling. He reported that he felt as if he were driving

a car into a storm. In his words: ‘‘Like you’re headed towards a

storm that’s on the other side, maybe a couple of miles away,

and you’ve got to get across the hill and all of a sudden you’re

sitting there going how am I going to get over that?’’ With

repeated stimulation, he reported, ‘‘Let’s say . if you knew

you were driving your car and it was . one of the tires was

half flat and you’re only halfway there and you have no other

way to turn around and go back, you have to keep going for-

ward.’’ When cued whether the feeling was negative or positive,

he reported, ‘‘It was more of a positive thing like . push harder,

push harder, push harder to try and get through this.’’ (Movie

S1, available online). Patient 2 recounted feeling worried and

anxious about something negative that was going to happen,

but simultaneously knowing that he had to fight to make it

through and not give up. Both patients described the same

physical or psychological phenomena during each of the six

repetitions of real trials. By contrast, no perceptual changes

were reported during any repetitions of the sham trials in which

all parameters of the EBS procedure were the same except

the electrical current, which was set to 0 mA. Stimulation of



Table 1. Details of Electrical Stimulation Procedure and Subjective Reports

P1a

Current (mA) Prompting Question Patient Response

Stimulation

Duration (s)EBS Target

Electrodes 1 & 2 (aMCC)

2 ‘‘Any difference?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 1.8

4 ‘‘No change?’’ ‘‘No, probably the next one I would start feeling it,

it’s starting to get kind of disillusional. It’s starting

to get to the point where I’m starting to have a hard

time making a decision about what answer I want

to say, or how to pursue it or what. It’s not clear.’’

2.2

6 ‘‘Let me know what you feel.’’ ‘‘Yeah, my upper respiratory . started, kind

of . my chest and respiratory system started

getting shaky, like it was wanting to . go push

itself out the door.’’

2.4

6 ‘‘Any change in your emotion and mood?’’ ‘‘Not in my emotion, but my mood, I started getting

this feeling like. I was driving into a storm. That’s

the kind of feeling I got. Like, almost like you’re

headed towards a storm that’s on the other side,

maybe a couple of miles away, and you’ve got to

get across the hill and all of a sudden you’re sitting

there going how am I going to get over that,

through that? And that’s the way my brain started

functioning.’’

2.4

8 ‘‘Weaker or stronger? Longer or shorter?’’ ‘‘That’s just about the same way as last time. My

chest never sits there pounding like it’s, you know,

like you’re a football player getting ready to go out

and make his first touchdown for the season or

something; it’s not that type of thing. It’s more like

this thing of trying to figure out your way out of, how

you’re going to get through something. It’s not a

matter of how you’re going to production-wise do

something . Let’s say . if you knew you were

driving your car and it was . one of the tires was

half flat and you’re only halfway there and you have

no other way to turn around and go back, you have

to keep going forward. That type of a, you know,

feeling you have. You’re like, you’re like (pats

chest) am I gonna, am I gonna to get through this?

Am I gonna get through this?’’

3.2

8 ‘‘Was it negative or positive?’’ ‘‘I’d say it is a question, not a . not a worry like

a negative like I’m not . ‘cause there’re not too

many things I don’t . it was more of a positive

thing like. push harder, push harder, push harder

to try and get through this and that’s whenmy heart

started . my, my . I don’t know if you were

reading my pulse or anything, or heart rate. Was it

starting to go up at that time or .?’’

3.2

8 ‘‘Was it stronger of the same as the time before?’’ ‘‘The same.’’ 3.2

SHAM ‘‘Nothing, absolutely nothing’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘My ears... Well this ear [right] starting to get a lot

of pressure and sensitivity built up in it. Thinks it’s

the one that got banged up real good when they

were starting to put screws in it.’’

0

Electrodes 2 & 3 (adjacent to aMCC)

2 ‘‘Anything?’’ ‘‘Nothing’’ 2.4

4 ‘‘No’’ 2.6

6 ‘‘No’’ 2

8 ‘‘No’’ 2.6

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

P2a

Current (mA) Prompting Question Patient Response

Stimulation

Duration (s)EBS Target

Electrodes 1 & 2 (aMCC)

SHAM ‘‘Any change?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘One more time.’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

1 ‘‘How about now?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 2.1

2 ‘‘What about now?’’ ‘‘Yeah, that felt weird. Umm . I felt like a

clicking here and then like a twitch starting

in my shoulder.’’

2.3

2 ‘‘A twitch in your shoulder?’’ ‘‘Yeah . and then my ear at the same time.’’ 2.3

3 ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No. Maybe. little bit of irritable. No physical, just

emotional. I just, I get impatient sometimes. I know

it’s just an attitude.’’

2.3

3 ‘‘Did I make you impatient?’’ ‘‘I think it’s—it’s the overall. I don’t believe you did

anything to me.’’

2.3

3 ‘‘I’m going to do a couple of times with

electricity and without, and we’ll see if you

can guess. I’m going to do it four times .
two of them with, two of them without. See

if that emotional change happens. Do you

want to close your eyes?’’

‘‘Open will be fine.’’ 2.3

5 ‘‘(No question or probe)’’ (P2 spontaneously reports) ‘‘A little hot flash. ’’ 2.9

5 ‘‘Where was it?’’ ‘‘Just . in my chest and a little in my face.’’ 2.9

5 ‘‘Emotional change?’’ ‘‘No, not really.’’ 2.9

SHAM ‘‘How about now? Hot flash?’’ ‘‘No. No.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘How about now?’’ ‘‘No. Nothing.’’ 0

5 ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No . just a little bit as the last one,

same thing. Just, just like a hot flash and I

started to get a little

irritable.’’

2.5

5 ‘‘What does irritability mean to you?’’ ‘‘Impatient. Yeah. you get short. Short-fused, you

know, irritable. Yeah .’’

2.5

5 ‘‘Alright. Let’s do it this way now: Once with, once

without. You were pretty good at guessing by

the way.’’

‘‘I’m trying not to guess, like you said.’’ 2.5

5 ‘‘No, I know. But you did a good job.’’ 2.5

SHAM ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

5 ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘Yes. Same thing, I get this hot flash.

(Motions to neck) Starts in my neck and

you know . then I try to fight it to

calm down.’’

2.2

5 ‘‘Is that the hot flash that makes you irritated or

is it your emotions?’’

‘‘Yeah . it’s the emotion of I know something is

going happen that I can’t control. Then I get

irritated and then from there it’s all .’’

2.2

5 ‘‘Do you think you became anxious or worried or

super excited?’’

‘‘Worried. Worried that something bad is going to

happen.’’

2.2

5 ‘‘Something bad is going to happen?’’ ‘‘You know . physically. Not that I’m going to do

something bad but something, physically, I’m not

going to be able to control.’’

2.2

5 ‘‘Sure. But how was your stamina? Doomed to fail

or you knew you were going to make it?’’

‘‘No, I knew I had to fight to make it.’’ 2.2

5 ‘‘Tell us more.’’ ‘‘If I don’t fight I give up. I can’t give up. If I give up,

then . then, you know .’’

2.2

(Continued on next page)
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P2

Current (mA) Prompting Question Patient Response

Stimulation

Duration (s)EBS Target

5 ‘‘I’m going to do it once now. You can pretty much

guess when I’m stimulating, because when I don’t

stimulate you don’t feel anything. I’m going to

stimulate and I want you to pay attention to

whether you feel that you are going to fail or that

you should try harder. One is optimistic. There is

trouble but you know you are going to make it, and

the other is pessimistic, the world is black and you

are doomed. Pay attention to that attitude part.’’

2.2

4 ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘Yeah . I don’t feel like there’s nothing I can do

about it. I feel like . ‘cause I have to fight it, you

know? I have to make it through.’’

3.0

4 ‘‘Can you give us some examples of how this could

happen in your daily life? Let’s say you are

driving .’’

(Laughs) ‘‘I don’t get to drive.’’ 3.0

4 ‘‘I know, but let’s say you were driving when you

were 30 . what should happen on the road that

would give you this feeling?’’

‘‘You mean what would happen when I would start

to feel like that before? Something like that would

only be triggered by a major accident, you know,

cause anything small in life you have to be able to

handle. ‘Cause there are so many millions of small

things that happen to you daily that, you have to

handle them, you have to deal with them. It’s the

major things that if you give up on, you’re in trouble.

You can’t give up.’’

3.0

4 ‘‘Can you tell us more about your feeling of not

giving up?’’

‘‘I feel like if I give up, then I’ve let everybody else

down.’’

3.0

4 ‘‘But, right now, do you think Imade you stronger or

weaker?’’

‘‘I felt the flash and as we talked through it . it

made me stronger.

3.0

Electrodes 2 & 3 (adjacent to aMCC)

SHAM ‘‘Tell me if the same thing or a different thing

happens? Any change?’’

‘‘No.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘Are you okay?’’ ‘‘Yeah, just trying to relax, yeah.’’ 0

SHAM ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘No.’’ 0

4 ‘‘Now?’’ ‘‘Yeah, a little bit. I was, no not really hardly. same

thing, anticipation . I really didn’t feel anything.’’

2.9

4 ‘‘Anticipation of what?’’ ‘‘About what’s going to get stimulated? You know,

what’s going to happen? How’s it going to feel?’’

2.9

4 ‘‘Now I’m going to do the same thing. Don’t

anticipate any change, don’t guess that I’m going

to make any change. Pay attention to your

emotions. Describe if anything changed.’’

‘‘No.’’ 2.6

aOnly results from the stimulation of the electrodes in the aMCC (electrodes 1 & 2) and 5 mm adjacent to the aMCC (electrodes 2 & 3) are shown here.

Stimulation of the other control sites (shown in Figure 1) did not cause any similar effects.

Table 1. Continued
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subgenual or retrosplenial cingulate regions or the adjacent elec-

trodes in the white matter did not elicit any perceptual or behav-

ioral responses.

Knowing that each cortical site has a specific set of anatom-

ical connections linking it to a broader network of cortical as

well as subcortical regions (Parvizi, 2009), the electrical current

applied to the aMCC site should not only affect the local activity
of the aMCC neuronal populations but also modulate activity in

the network of regions connected to it. Reasoning from this

perspective, we hypothesized that the complex perceptual

and behavioral changes provoked by aMCC stimulation were

attributable to functional changes in a large-scale distributed

network, which we sought to identify with a resting-state fMRI

analysis.
Neuron 80, 1–9, December 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 5



Figure 2. Functional Connectivity Analyses

Identify the EBS Target Sites as Part of the

Emotional Salience Network

Panels (A) and (B) show the functional connectivity

network derived by seeding a small region-of-

interest (ROI) centered between electrodes 1 and

2 in patients P1 and P2, respectively. Results in (A)

and (B) are presented in each subject’s native

brain space whereas in (C) the ROIs are indicated

in blue for P1 and purple for P2 in standard MNI

space with the right side of the image corre-

sponding to the right side of the brain. A good-

ness-of-fit analysis, comparing the networks in (A)

and (B) to a set of 14 previously characterized

networks, found that each patient’s network best

matched the ‘‘emotional salience’’ network. Panel

(C) shows the location of the electrodes in P1 and

P2 overlaid onto the standard emotional salience

network derived from a group of normal human

subjects.
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To test our hypothesis, we used seed-based, resting-state

connectivity and mapped the resting-state correlations of a

single seed region (the anatomical site between electrode con-

tacts 1 and 2) with every other voxel in the brain. As seen in

Figure 2, seeding the site of EBS in both patients generated a

well-characterized network of regions variably referred to as

the emotional salience or the cingulo-opercular network (Dosen-

bach et al., 2007; Seeley et al., 2007).

DISCUSSION

Our findings provide a striking subjective account of the feelings

associated with the stimulation of the aMCC. Both subjects re-

ported a stereotyped set of changes, i.e., increased heart rate,

induced physical sensation in the chest or the neck, and antici-

pation of challenge coupled with strong motivation to overcome

it (Movie S1). For the sake of simplicity, we refer to this stereo-

typed set of complex autonomic, emotional, and cognitive expe-

rience as the ‘‘will to persevere’’ but we are mindful that the

experiential phenomena caused by the aMCC stimulation may

be more complex than we have been able to decipher.
6 Neuron 80, 1–9, December 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
Our findings are consistent with the

current knowledge of aMCC function

and dysfunction. For instance, neuroi-

maging studies in human subjects have

shown aMCC activation, accompanied

by autonomic changes, during the sub-

jective experience of intense affective

states such as the anticipation and/or

perception of aversive stimuli (references

in Shackman et al., 2011). Intriguingly, ro-

dents with cingulate lesions involving the

homolog of aMCC show reduced ability

to endure hardship when attempting to

reach a rewarding target. These rodents

gave up more easily during a task in

which they had to climb over a barrier
before reaching a food pellet (Rudebeck et al., 2006).

Our findings are also in line with previous preliminary EBS

observations. While electrical stimulation has been reported for

several brain regions (Selimbeyoglu and Parvizi, 2010), EBS

studies of the ACC are exceedingly uncommon because this

area is rarely implanted for clinical reasons. However, Talairach

and colleagues conducted a pioneering EBS investigation of

the anterior cingulate and reported that stimulation of the ante-

rior to the midportion of the cingulate gyrus elicited rubbing of

the upper part of the chest and lower part of the neck (Talairach

et al., 1973). They further noted that these responses ‘‘were

sometimes accompanied by a change in mood or level of con-

sciousness or by autonomic phenomena which included mydri-

asis, rubefaction of the face, increase in heart rate and increase

in respiratory frequency.’’ Despite the interesting responses

observed, the subjective reports of the patients were not detailed

and the precise locations of the stimulation sites, within the large

mantle of the cingulate gyrus, were not reported.

Taking advantage of imaging technologies, we were able to

localize the stimulation site in both of our subjects to the

aMCC. However, we are mindful that in EBS, the delivered
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electrical charge does not remain stationary, but rather travels

along the hardwired neuroanatomical pathways connected

with the site of stimulation (Borchers et al., 2012; Selimbeyoglu

and Parvizi, 2010). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the

perceptual and autonomic changes caused by EBS are due to

changes of activity not only in the aMCC but also in the network

of brain regions connected with it—including cortical and

subcortical nodes of the network.

As an indirect measure of the putative brain network affected

by the electrical charge delivery, we used resting-state fMRI data

and localized the target EBS site in both participants as

belonging to a network often referred to as the ‘‘emotional

salience network.’’ The nomenclature applied to this network is

imperfect and varies across different labs. ‘‘Salience’’ here refers

not to perceptual salience but rather to ‘‘emotional salience,’’ re-

flecting the tendency for regions in this network to respond to

environmental stimuli of significant valence and to mediate

appropriate autonomic changes that will facilitate the proper

response (Seeley et al., 2007). While the nomenclature for this

resting state network varies across imaging laboratories, the

anatomy and functional attributes of this network are quite

consistent. The aMCC and the bilateral frontoinsular cortices

are the most reliably identified regions and form the core of

this network. The bilateral frontal polar regions and temporopar-

ietal junctions are usually identified as well, with more variable

demonstration of connected regions in the amygdala, hypothal-

amus, and brainstem (Seeley et al., 2007). These regions are

typically activated in concert with the sympathetic nervous sys-

tem, by a variety of emotionally, cognitively, or physically salient

stimuli (Critchley et al., 2000). Subsequent work has shown that

this network is targeted fairly specifically by frontotemporal de-

mentia, a disorder characterized, in part, by apathy and reduced

motivation (Seeley et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010). It should be

noted that anatomical tracing studies in primates have also

confirmed hardwired connections between the ACC and some

of the sites identified in our resting state analysis (Pandya

et al., 1981; Van Hoesen et al., 1993; Vogt and Pandya, 1987).

Therefore, the notion that EBS led to changes in this network is

based not only on our own functional imaging findings, but

also on the classical anatomical tracing data obtained in non-

human primates.

Our findings are of clinical relevance given the recent focus on

cingulate dysfunction in neuropsychiatric disorders. To take one

example, our findings are helpful in interpreting variable thera-

peutic responses to cingulate surgeries in conditions such as

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (Richter et al., 2004;

Sheth et al., 2013). While many patients show measurable

therapeutic responses, many others have no response and/or

require repeated surgeries. Though there are other possible

explanations, it is clear that adjacent regions of the anterior

cingulate have distinct functional roles and these variable

response profilesmight relate to relatively coarse and anatomical

targeting. The findings reported here suggest that individualized

functional assays for segregating the large mantle of the cingu-

late gyrus should ultimately allow for safer and more effective

therapeutic targeting.

In closing, identifying the subjective correlates of aMCC stim-

ulation in humans, and the putative brain network that was
affected, will have ramifications for future research. If, indeed,

‘‘the will to persevere’’ is mediated by a specific brain region

and its neuroanatomical network, it follows that differences in

the structure and function of this network are associated with

innate differences in our abilities to cope with physical or psy-

chological distress. This raises a number of critical questions

relating to individual differences in the aMCC function and its

associated network: how early can these differences be identi-

fied? Are they genetically determined? And to what degree can

they be modified by behavioral therapy, medication, or, as sug-

gested here, electrical stimulation?

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Intracranial Implantation

In both patients, several depth probes were implanted with lateral-medial tra-

jectory to reachdeepbrain structures in themedial temporal lobe, ventromedial

prefrontal, anterior cingulate, and retrosplenial regions. Each probe consisted

of eight to ten electrode contacts interspaced 5mmapart. Each electrode con-

tact has a shape of a cylinder with 2.4 mm length, 1.3 mm diameter, and total

surface area of approximately 12 mm2. The implantation of electrodes was

solely for the purpose of localizing the source of seizures and not for experi-

mental reasons and electrical stimulation procedure was part of a routine

clinical procedure (see Results for the rationale). Our research was reviewed

and approved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board (IRB). Both P1 and

P2 provided written, informed consent to participation in the study. P1 and

P2 gave consent to have their video files be available for review before

publication. P1 gave additional consent for his video files to be published.

Electrical Brain Stimulation

Electrical stimulation was delivered in bipolar square waves between two adja-

cent electrode contacts 1 and 2. Stimulation occurred at 2–8 mA for real trials

and 0 mA for control sham trials using a 200 ms pulse width at a frequency of

50 Hz. The EEG was simultaneously monitored for after-discharges and sei-

zures and any sessions leading to epileptic activity were excluded. Patients

were asked to describe any perceptual or physical changes they experienced

during or after each stimulation trial. Patients’ reports were captured on the

video and transcribed verbatim.

Heart Rate Analysis

Heart rate was monitored simultaneously with the EEG recordings. Trends in

heart rate changes were calculated on a trial-by-trial basis. After each real or

sham trial, heart rate was assessed in a 5 s window. Since EBS and the clinical

setting may cause some changes in heart rate throughout the whole proce-

dure, we only compared the median heart rate values for the first 5 s after

real and sham trials (P1: n = 4 real and 2 sham; P2: 4 real and 5 sham).

Some of the real EBS trials that were delivered with smaller currents did not

cause any subjective changes. We labeled these as subthreshold EBS trials.

Anatomical MRI Acquisition and Electrode Localization

High-resolution anatomical MRIs were acquired on a GE 3 Tesla scanner at the

Center for Cognitive and Neurobiological Imaging, Stanford University. The

whole-brain scans were attained in 0.9 mm slices axially using a T1-weighted

SPGR sequence. Data were resampled to 1 mm voxels. Postimplant CT

images were aligned to preoperative T1 MRIs using Statistical Parametric

Mapping V8 software in order to correct for surgical brain shift and visualize

electrode probe locations. In both patients the electrical stimulation was

bipolar between electrode contacts 1 and 2. The MRIs and the electroenceph-

alographic (EEG) traces obtained from these electrodes indicated that con-

tacts 1 and 2 in P1 and contact 1 in P2 were clearly in the gray matter whereas

the more proximal contacts were in the white matter.

Resting-State fMRI Acquisition

Whole-brain, preoperative, 8 minute resting-state fMRI scans were acquired in

30 slices with 4.0 mm isotropic voxels. A 32-channel surface coil (Nova
Neuron 80, 1–9, December 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 7
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Medical) was used in the GE EPI sequence (FOV = 100 mm, TR = 2,000 ms,

TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 77 degrees, and bandwidth = 127.68 kHz.) Patients

were instructed to close their eyes and relax while allowing their minds to

wander for the duration of the scan.

Structural MRI Data Analysis

Anatomical data were analyzed with FSL (Smith et al., 2004). First, anatomical

images were brain extracted using the Brain Extraction Tool (Smith, 2002).

Next, tissue-type segmentation was performed using FAST4 (Zhang et al.,

2001). The resultant gray matter partial volume images were then aligned to

MNI152 standard space using the affine registration tool FLIRT (Jenkinson

et al., 2002; Jenkinson and Smith, 2001), followed by nonlinear registration

using FNIRT (Andersson et al., 2007a, 2007b) (FMRIB technical reports

TR07JA1 and TR07JA2), which uses a b-spline representation of the registra-

tion warp field (Rueckert et al., 1999).

Resting-State FMRI Data Processing

Data were processed and analyzed using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL:

version 4.1): motion correction (Jenkinson et al., 2002); removal of nonbrain

structures via BET brain extraction of the functional data (Smith, 2002); spatial

smoothing with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian; and high-pass temporal filtering to

remove low-frequency signal (<0.008 Hz) from the data. We aligned the func-

tional data to standard space using a two-level registration using affine linear

registration (Jenkinson et al., 2002). The participant’s functional data are first

registered to the participant’s high-resolution T1-weighted image. The high-

resolution T1-weighted image is then registered to theMNI152 standard space

(average T1 brain image constructed from 152 normal subjects at Montreal

Neurological Institute [MNI]), and the transformation matrix calculated to reg-

ister the high-resolution T1-weighted image to standard space is then applied

to the T1-aligned functional data. We then regressed the following noise sig-

nals from the fMRI data: white matter (time series extracted from a 3-mm-

radius spherical ROI centered in the WM of the MNI152 standard space atlas,

coordinates 26, �12, 34), cerebral spinal fluid (time series extracted from a

3-mm-radius spherical ROI centered in the CSF of theMNI152 standard space

atlas, coordinates 18, �34, 18), head motion time series (measured across six

dimensions: lateral, vertical, and horizontal translation, and yaw, pitch, and roll

rotation), global signal (time series extracted from a binarized whole-brain

mask covering the brain matter voxels of the MNI152 standard space atlas),

and voxels outside the brain (time series extracted from a binarized mask of

all voxels not included in the whole brain mask).

Determining Functional Connectivity

For each participant, a 3 mm spherical ROI was centered between the two

electrodes whose stimulation elicited a positive response (P1 coordinates:

12, 18, 26; P2 coordinates: 2, 26, 26). Because of their proximity to the gray-

white matter junction, each ROI was masked with the corresponding partici-

pant’s standard-space gray matter segmentation. Therefore, any voxels of

the 3 mm spherical ROIs that covered the participants’ white matter were

excluded. The resulting ROIs were used as subject-specific seeds in separate

whole-brain functional connectivity (FC) analyses of the resting-state scans.

For each participant, the time series of the ROI was calculated from the

resting-state scan by averaging the time series of all voxels within the ROI.

The resulting time series was then entered as a covariate of interest in a

whole-brain linear regression analysis using the FSL software library. A

whole-brain mask was used, so that voxels outside the brain were excluded

from this analysis. Contrast images corresponding to this regressor were

determined individually for each subject and thresholded at p < 0.001 uncor-

rected (Figures 2A and 2B), producing network connectivity maps for each

subject-specific ROI.

Network Identification

The subject-specific network connectivity maps were identified as being the

‘‘emotional salience’’ network using a standard goodness-of-fit analysis (Grei-

cius et al., 2004), in which the networks generated by the FC analysis were

transformed into MNI space and compared with an atlas of 14 functional net-

works (Shirer et al., 2012). In each case, the algorithm selected the salience

network (Figure 2C) as the best fit (highest spatial correlation).
8 Neuron 80, 1–9, December 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
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